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Leslie Bassett (1923 - 2016) – Wind Music: Five Movements for Wind Sextet (1975)
Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Horn, Bassoon, Alto Saxophone

Leslie Bassett studied with composers who were pioneers, innovators, and master 
teachers – including Ross Lee Finney, Arthur Honegger, Nadia Boulanger, Mario 
Davidovsky, and Roberto Gerhard. A master teacher himself, Bassett had a long,  
distinguished career as a composition professor at the University of Michigan.  
In 1984, he was awarded the Henry Russel Lecturer award, the University’s  
highest faculty honor. Upon his retirement, the University named him the Albert A. 
Stanley Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Music. Bassett received the 
Distinguished Artist Award from the State of Michigan and was named Distinguished 
Alumnus by Fresno State College (now California State University, Fresno) and the 
University of Michigan School of Music. He received the 1966 Pulitzer Prize for  
Music for his Variations for Orchestra.
 Wind Music: Five Movements for Wind Sextet was commissioned by the 
University of Wisconsin and received its premiere in 1976 by members of the  
commissioning institution conducted by Robert Samarotto. The score contains a 
quote from Shakespeare, King Lear, Act III, Scene 2, “Blow, winds, and crack your 
cheeks! Rage! Blow!” 
 The opening movement begins with two groups of stacked chords in full  
dynamic force, separated by tessitura. A dramatic pause adds a sense of intrigue. 
The two groups break up soon and six individual voices are heard before quickly 
converging into a single ensemble voice. The textural play continues throughout the 
movement giving the sense of a six-way conversation. The pace of the conversation is 
tamed in the second movement as three streams of conversation occur, each taking 
turns to fill in gaps in the lines belonging to other groups. The counterpoint drives  
forward, rising to a climax before calming down to conclude the movement.

The Music E
Robert Spittal (b. 1963) – Consort for Ten Winds (2005)
Double Woodwind Quintet (Pairs of Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, Horns, Bassoons)

Dr. Robert Spittal is Professor of Music at Gonzaga University in Spokane, 
Washington, where he heads the Creative Music Lab and teaches courses in  
conducting, music technology, and American music. He is the conductor of one  
of the Northwest’s premier brass ensembles, Clarion Brass Choir, and he served as 
conductor of the Gonzaga Wind Ensemble and Chamber Winds from 1992-2019. His 
compositions are frequently programmed internationally and he has earned praise for 
his musical inventiveness and colorful orchestration. Spittal is also a music scholar 
whose research interests include Igor Stravinsky and John Harbison.
 The Consort for Ten Winds was composed in 2005. About the piece the  
composer writes, “Each movement of Consort reflects on the music of ‘Les Grandes 
Hautboise,’ the court wind band of France’s great ‘Sun King,’ Louis XIV. The outer 
movements are whimsical, lively dances that reflect the frivolities and excesses of 
the court, while the middle movement is more intimate, lyrical and influenced by 
the imitative styles of vocal music of the period. This movement later evolved into 
my Pacem: A Hymn for Peace for concert band. Consort is dedicated to Eugene 
Corporon, for his relentless devotion to chamber wind ensemble music, and for  
awakening my personal interest in the medium during my student days at the 
Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music.”
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chose a title that would play on the name of the neighborhood and the ensemble.
 The City depicts the frantic pace of life in a major metropolitan area. The open-
ing trills offer a moment of suspense before charging into a motoric figure in the bas-
soon. Ever-changing iterations of brief figurations offer fleeting momentary vignettes 
of urban hustle and bustle, including the sound of car horns. Musical conversations 
between the members of the trio occur at a feverish pace as lines converge in  
counterpoint and imitate the thematic elements presented. 
 The middle movement, The Arts, seeks to evoke a sense of highbrow culture, 
depicting a casual stroll through a cultural venue. Jansa’s humor comes through  
brilliantly as the music plays with and pokes fun at the haughtiness and exclusive-
ness commonly associated with the arts. A lighthearted melody highlights the fun  
and nonchalance of embracing the arts. The ostinato figure in the bassoon and 
quirky sudden interjections in the upper register of the clarinet and oboe add youthful  
energy and tongue-in-cheek personality to the scene.
 The Gardens calms the energy of the preceding movements with long lyrical 
lines that weave in and out and convey the serenity of nature. Time feels nearly  
suspended, moving from one transient moment to another. The work closes with  
distant birdcalls and a sense of calm and introspection.

Esther W. Ballou (1915 - 1973) – Suite for Winds (1957)
Double Woodwind Quintet (Pairs of Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, Horns, Bassoons)

Esther W. Ballou spent most of her years teaching, composing, and performing, 
though her career as an organist was cut short by arthritis. Ballou’s interest in com-
position begin during her work as an accompanist at the Bennington Summer for the 
Dance, where she composed accompaniments to the modern dance techniques by 
Martha Hill, Doris Humphrey, and Jessie Schoenberg. Her experiences at the dance 

 The third movement features two flute cadenzas, which seem to respond to 
questions posed by the rest of the ensemble. This movement shares the same  
conversational mood as the second movement though new combinations of timbres 
are used here. The penultimate movement draws from the textural play heard in 
movement one, minus the horn who is tacet for the entire movement. Long, flowing 
lines make for the least-angular music of the work. The movement ends with a  
chorale-type gesture that grows to a very loud release. The full instrumentation 
returns in the final movement. Following an introduction of rapid-fire ascending runs, 
the ensemble breaks into an energetic finale. The music alternates between quick 
flurries of notes, lilting melodic figures, and long sustained chords. A one-beat quote 
from movement one brings the work to a surprising and rousing conclusion. 

Tim Jansa (b. 1974) – Morning Sides (2010)
Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon

Tim Jansa has composed works for a wide variety of ensembles in both traditional 
and non-traditional instrumentation. Internationally-renowned artists have commis-
sioned the composer to write new works for them, and many of the creations from 
these collaborations have become standards in their respective repertory. Apart from 
live performances of his works, some of which Jansa has conducted, his music has 
also been featured in various radio programs, one of which won the 2013 Associated 
Press APME Award. 
 In 2009, the Atlanta-based Morningside Chamber Musicians commissioned 
Jansa to compose a piece for the group’s inaugural season. The ensemble drew its 
name from the historic Morningside neighborhood where each of the members lived at 
the time. Founded in 1923 as a farming community, Morningside developed later into 
an affluent area with residences, businesses, restaurants, and beautiful parks. Jansa 
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 The final Allegro is comprised of melodic material frequently harmonized at a 
dissonant interval. Nearly neo-Classical in style, the movement is formed by using 
recurring sections, interrupted by contrasting sections. Moments of poignancy pepper 
the otherwise stately energy, adding emotional depth to the work.

Daniel Pinkham (1923 - 2006) – Five Times Two (2004)
Double Woodwind Quintet (Pairs of Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, Horns, Bassoons)

Daniel Pinkham was a prolific and versatile musician with a career that included 
teaching, composing, and performing as an organist and harpsichordist. Pinkham 
was the recipient of six honorary degrees, a Fulbright Fellowship, and a Ford 
Foundation Fellowship. In addition, he was a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences. Pinkham’s works span a variety of genres, though most of his music 
has religious influences and much of it includes the organ and voices. He embraced 
a variety of styles throughout his career, his works showing influences of dodecaphony  
and serialism, medieval modal writing, and electronic music. Pinkham’s composition 
teachers include Walter Piston, Aaron Copland, Archibald Davidson, Tillman Merritt, 
Samuel Barber, Arthur Honegger, and Nadia Boulanger. 
 Five Times Two was commissioned by and is dedicated to the Arcadian Winds. 
The title plays on the instrumentation of the work, which is scored for two woodwind 
quintets. Pinkham makes use of stark dissonances, winding polyphony, and transient 
harmonies to create a variety of moods. A bassoon soliloquy comprises the entire 
first movement in a declamatory announcement bookended by strident tutti punctua-
tions. The middle movement is polyphonic though embedded in a brooding atmo-
sphere. Although marked tranquil, the dissonant harmonies and complex interactions 
between musical lines create a sense of uncertainty. The thematic material is drawn 
from the bassoon monologue of the opening movement. A curious excitement  

school would influence her teaching in the future, and her compositions helped pro-
pel the modern dance movement in America. As an educator, Ballou taught theory, 
harmony, counterpoint, orchestration, ear training, and music appreciation first at 
Juilliard and later, following a relocation to Washington D.C., at Catholic University 
and American University.
 Washington D.C. was a new music mecca during the 1950s and 60s and Ballou 
took full advantage of living in a city where her compositions could be played immedi-
ately and repeatedly. Ballou enjoyed much success in the city, as critics, performers, 
and the community embraced her music. Ballou revealed in an interview that she 
would always present new compositions to her husband as she found it important to 
get the reactions of a listener who was not a schooled musician.
 Suite for Winds resulted from one of many commissions by a variety of 
ensembles following her relocation to the D.C. area. Members of the United States 
Air Force Band under the direction of Colonel George S. Howard premiered the work 
at Catholic University in 1957. Allegro opens with a crisp introduction before the first 
musical idea enters and is then passed around the ensemble in quick imitation. The 
repeated-note gesture heard at the beginning of the piece soon establishes itself as 
a central rhythmic component for the movement. The middle section offers a lyrical 
oboe melody supported by short rhythmic motifs borrowed from musical material that 
appeared earlier in the music. The opening material returns soon after, shortened to 
bring the movement to an energetic conclusion.
 The next movement, Lento e dolce opens with a dissonance that quickly 
resolves and paves the way for a beautiful flute aria, accompanied by a combination 
of counterpoint and ostinato, much like currents below a calm surface. Ballou creates 
expansive breadth in this movement as she hides and avoids resolutions by obscuring  
the harmony. The movement closes with a brief return of the opening music.
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never agreed that ‘new’ translates to important. I have simply wanted to extend the 
Western canon with my own voice.”
 Octet for Winds embodies the synthesis of Laderman’s compositional  
techniques. He explores each instrument as an individual and a pair and it is this  
juxtaposition of sounds that is one of the prominent features of the piece. The  
one-movement work is separated into sections by tempo changes and varied  
thematic material. The work is freely-tonal and Laderman gives the listener a strong 
sense of arrival and departure through his use of counterpoint. Musical cohesion is 
created through the frequent return of ideas and gestures both in their original and 
varied versions. 
 The work opens pensively, exploring the darker timbres within the ensemble.  
A bassoon staccato motif briefly interrupts the heavy mood, as if to ask a question.  
The opening music returns, ignoring the question. The music builds with quicker-
moving rhythms and increasing dynamics that lead to a brief shortened iteration of 
the opening. Laderman continues to quicken the pace with even faster rhythms,  
and a quick exchange of short musical figures passed around the ensemble. 
 The opening returns again, as it will in various guises numerous times through-
out the work. This time it is ominous-sounding with the full ensemble playing  
dissonant harmonies before a series of quick notes spiral us downward to the deep 
registers of the ensemble. Next comes a brief section of repose featuring longer lines 
netted in counterpoint. 
 Previously heard melodies and musical gestures become transformed and 
varied, heightening the sense of uncertainty. Development of earlier musical ideas 
continue until an ominous clarinet and bassoon figure bring the music to a brief 
halt. A chorale-like section ensues, slowly but surely sliding through a series of dis-
sonances to arrive at a final chord. The bassoon question from the beginning of the 
work returns here juxtaposed against the chorale. This final gesture provides tonal 
resolution to a wayward musical journey.

permeates the final movement as musical fragments are passed around the  
ensemble. The final measures bring back ideas from the work’s opening, creating  
a sense of structural unity.

Ezra Laderman (1924 - 2015) – Octet for Winds (1957)
Pairs of Oboes, Clarinets, Horns, Bassoons

Ezra Laderman enjoyed an illustrious career as a composer, music administrator, and 
arts advocate. He was awarded three Guggenheim Fellowships and the American Prix 
de Rome, and he served in residencies at the Bennington Composers Conference, 
the American Academy in Rome, and at the Rockefeller Foundation at Bellagio. 
Laderman held offices in several professional organizations including the National 
Endowment of the Arts, American Music Center, National Music Council, American 
Composers Orchestra, and American Academy of Arts and Letters. He was a mem-
ber of the Yale University School of Music faculty serving as Dean, then Professor of 
Music and finally Professor Emeritus upon his retirement. 
 Laderman served in the United States Army as a radio operator in the Second 
World War. He began pursuing composition in 1944 after his return to civilian life. His 
teachers included Stefan Wolfe, who led him away from tonality, and Otto Luening 
and Douglas Moore, who encouraged Laderman to temper his atonality through his 
gifts as a melodist. Beginning as a tonal composer, Laderman went on to explore ato-
nality, and later serial writing. Following his serial explorations, he wrote in a style that 
synthesized the various aesthetics, encompassing an eclectic pool of techniques and 
styles. Of his compositional style, Laderman stated, “My compositions have embraced 
a pluralism of musical gesture. It is the path taken. A path taken not with the inten-
tion of making a different sound, but a good sound—one that was mine… I have 
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The Atlanta Chamber Winds is the premiere ensemble of its type in the Southeastern 
United States. Founded by Robert J. Ambrose in 2006, the group comprises many 
of the finest professional wind players in Atlanta including members of the Atlanta 
Opera and Ballet Orchestras as well as Georgia State University faculty. The ensem-
ble’s core instrumentation consists of pairs of flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, and 
horns, with additional musicians joining the group as the repertoire demands. As the 
only chamber wind ensemble in the metropolitan area, the Atlanta Chamber Winds 
provides a unique voice in the cultural landscape of the city.
 In addition to performing standard works from the rich chamber wind repertory, 
the ensemble is committed to promoting lesser known works by established as well 
as emerging composers. After a highly successful public debut in 2006, the ensem-
ble released through Albany Records Music from Paris, a collection of previously 
unrecorded French chamber wind music. The ensemble continues to be deeply 
committed to promoting lesser-known works for the chamber wind medium.

the AtlAntA ChAmber Winds
Robert J. Ambrose, conductor and music director

The Performers E
Conductor Robert J. Ambrose is a versatile musician who pursues a wide range of 
professional activities. Ambrose currently serves as Director of Bands at Georgia State 
University, a research institution of over 53,000 students located in Atlanta. Under 
his direction, the Georgia State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble has received 
widespread recognition with performances at several important conventions and 
internationally-distributed recordings on the Summit and GIA labels.
 Ambrose is in constant demand as a guest conductor throughout the world and 
has conducted on four continents. Recent engagements include performances in 
Australia, Canada, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan 
as well as across the United States. Dr. Ambrose has a particularly strong relation-
ship with the Finnish music community, where he is engaged several times a year as 
a guest conductor, teacher, master clinician, and lecturer. He has also served as a 
guest conductor on tour with The United States Army Field Band.
 Ambrose is Founder and Music Director of the Atlanta Chamber Winds and the 
Washington D.C.-based National Chamber Winds, Co-Founder of Bent Frequency 
Contemporary Music Ensemble, and Founder and Principal Guest Conductor of the 
Metropolitan Atlanta Youth Wind Ensemble. Ambrose’s transcriptions and editions 
are published by Presser Music, C. Alan Publications, and Fennica Gehrman, and 
have been performed around the world. Ambrose studied at Boston College, Boston 
University, and Northwestern University, where he received the Doctor of Music 
degree in conducting. Ambrose is a Conn-Selmer Educational Clinician.

Flute/Piccolo
Sarah Kruser Ambrose | Jeana Melilli
Oboe
Lara Saville Dahl | Kimberly Lorch
Clarinet
Miranda Dohrman | Kenneth Long 
 

Horn
Jason Eklund | Helen Werling
Bassoon
Katie Holland | Michael Muszynski
Alto Saxophone
Jan Berry Baker
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   Robert Spittal (b. 1963)
   Consort for Ten Winds (2005)
 1 I. Jeux [2:57]
 2 II. Aubade [4:04]
 3 III. Sautereau [3:33]

   Leslie Bassett (1923-2016)
   Wind Music: Five Movements for Wind Sextet (1975)
 4 I. q =132-144 [2:31]
 5 II. q = 56 [1:53]
 6 III. q = 56 [2:33]
 7 IV. q = c. 126 [1:24]
 8 V. e.= c. 156 [2:31]

   Tim Jansa (b. 1974)
   Morning Sides (2010)
 9 I. The City [2:18]
 10 II. The Arts [2:00]
 11 III. The Gardens [3:40]

   Esther W. Ballou (1915-1973)
   Suite for Winds (1957)
 12 I. Allegro [1:51]
 13 II. Lento e dolce [2:03]
 14 III. Allegro [3:59]

   Daniel Pinkham (1923-2006)
   Five Times Two (2004)
 15 I. Declamatory [1:09]
 16 II. Tranquil [2:55]
 17 III. Brilliant and accented [2:09]

   Ezra Laderman (1924-2015)
 18  Octet for Winds (1957) [8:17]

   Total Time = 51:57
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